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OPW DEF System - Traditional & HT Entry

Dear Valued Distributor:

We continue to build on our growing DEF system line of products.  Last summer we
introduced the DEF Loop Sump - a fast, DEF specific bolt-on sump with the same great value
of Loop.  This has been very well received, and we are happy to announce we have created
these same bolt-on containment sumps to be installed in a traditional UDC as well!

We have adapted DEF containment to the same profile as our one-piece polyethylene
Dispenser Sumps for Encore and Ovation II.  Depending on your dispenser configuration,
these sumps can be bolted on either side to fit within the dispenser manufacturer's footprint.

For an Encore dispenser, the DS-DEF-1836 (below) is a traditional style DEF UDC, which
can be added to either a DSE-1836, or DS-1836.  This sump requires an SBK-1800 stabilizer
bar.

For an Ovation II dispenser with DEF, the DS-DEF-1535 can be bolted onto the new DS-
1535.  This sump requires an SBK-1100J stabilizer bar.
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These, along with the DEF Loop, are now available with Heat Trace entry fittings - HEF-
4015G and HEF-4020G (seen below).  Bring in your 1.5" or 2" FlexWorks along with your
heat trace using our new fitting, designed specifically for DEF.

Effective Immediately - These new DEF sumps will replace the DSS and DSK style bolt on
units.  Pricing is available below.

Keep your eyes peeled for more exciting DEF news in 2022!  If you have any questions,
please reach out to your District Manager or our Customer Service Department at 1-800-
422-2525.  If you would like more information about our complete product line, please visit
our website at www.opwretailfueling.com.

Best regards,

Daniel Boyle
Product Manager
OPW Retail Fueling
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